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For more information on how employers  
can support their NSman employees, please visit  
www.ns.sg/web/portal/nsmen/home/employer

ABOUT THE
TOTAL DEFENCE AWARDS

Established in 1986, the Total Defence Awards (TDA) 
is the highest accolade that recognises a wide array of 
stakeholders’ support for National Service (NS). These 
include educational institutions, community support 
organisations and individuals. In 2016, the NS Mark 
Accreditation Scheme was introduced to acknowledge a 
broader base of employers, businesses and organisations 
that pledge and act on their support and advocacy efforts 
in strengthening the defence of our nation.
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ABOUT ACCORD

The Advisory Council on Community Relations in Defence 
(ACCORD) was established in 1984 as a channel for the 
community to provide feedback on issues concerning 
Singapore’s defence. ACCORD was subsequently 
restructured in August 2014 to deepen engagement with 
employers, educational institutions, family members and 
members of the broader community; as well as facilitate 
community initiatives which support and strengthen 
National Service (NS) and defence.

Its three sub-councils - the Employer and Business (E&B), 
Family and Community (F&C), and Educational Institutions 
(EI) councils - are instrumental to the development and 
implementation of many ground-up initiatives that support 
NS and defence. ACCORD’s contributions include the 
revamped Total Defence Awards (TDA), the introduction of 
the NS Mark Accreditation Scheme and the inception of 
the TDA Evaluation Board comprising exemplary members 
who form the judging panel for the annual TDA.
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Mr Takeshi Kimoto 
Supervisor of MAJ(NS) Adam Assik Bin Shahrir

As employers, we should 
remain committed in developing 

Singapore’s workforce. NS 
experiences can better shape 
a responsible personality, a 

healthy mindset to complement 
various expertise, and skills 

needed to realise the vision and 
mission of organisations.

Mr Takeshi Kimoto
Executive Officer  
Asia Growing Markets Department
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation

Corporate policies supporting NSmen strengthen 
commitment to defence
Mr Takeshi Kimoto, Executive Officer at Sumitomo 
Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC), recognises 
the importance of National Service (NS) and 
having policies in place to support Operationally 
Ready National Serviceman (NSman) employees 
going for In-Camp Training (ICT). Mr Kimoto said, 
“Supporting NSman employees is our shared 
responsibility, and showing NSman employees 
respect and according them recognition will 
go a long way in strengthening their commitment 
to serve. Measures to cover their work duties 
to allow them to fully focus on NS training are 
also important.”

Lead time in NS call-ups smoothens covering of 
duties and enhances teamwork
Mr Kimoto is aware that Major (MAJ) (NS) Adam 
Assik Bin Shahrir is a Key Appointment Holder 
in NS and that his absence would affect the 
training of the unit. “NS units get together once 
a year to sharpen their skill sets through training. 
If MAJ(NS) Adam misses out on one ICT, it 
may impede the eventual completion of his NS 
milestones,” he added. 

Mr Kimoto shared, “Although some of the NS 
call-ups came at a critical time, the call-up 
notifications were received about six months 
prior to the ICT, and we were able to make 
the necessary arrangements. We were mostly 
prepared given the advance notifications, and any 
challenges could be mitigated by proper handing 
over to the NSman’s colleagues. Teamwork is 
one of our corporate values.”

Open support for NSmen boosts their morale
Mr Kimoto also engages other expatriates on 
Singapore’s NS system as he believes that 
open support for NS enhances the morale and 
productivity of employees. He said, “I understand 
that every Singaporean has to play a role for 
national defence. A safe and stable Singapore 
and the region will provide a positive climate for 
our way of life and businesses. My colleagues at 
SMBC are aware of the importance of NS, and I 
am familiar with NS requirements having been in 
Singapore for over 15 years. I will also share with 
colleagues who are new to Singapore.”
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Trust in NSmen motivates them  
to higher accomplishments
MAJ(NS) Adam joined SMBC in 2013 and 
is the Director of Asia Growing Markets 
Department as well as a Key Appointment 
Holder in the Singapore Armed Forces. He 
is grateful for the trust and support from 
SMBC and Mr Kimoto, his supervisor. The 
support allows him to focus on the high 
tempo training during ICTs and ensuring 
that every NSman meets the NS training 
objectives and remains current in his 
skills. Their encouragement also allows 
him to have a fulfilling and meaningful  
NS journey. 

Respect for NSmen’s endeavours boosts 
their commitment to defence
In 2016, when MAJ(NS) Adam was 
scheduled to attend the Command 
and Staff Course, Mr Kimoto not only 
supported him, but informed SMBC’s 
management team about MAJ(NS) Adam’s 
good performance in NS and his leadership 
potential. In 2018, when SMBC was in the 
process of a Merger and Acquisition (M&A) 
transaction, MAJ(NS) Adam was called 

Mr Takeshi Kimoto 

up for ICT. Despite MAJ(NS) Adam’s key 
role in the M&A and the critical timeline 
of the M&A, Mr Kimoto supported letting 
MAJ(NS) Adam attend his ICT. There were 
also instances where Mr Kimoto supported 
MAJ(NS) Adam to attend to urgent duties 
as an honorary aide-de-camp to the 
President from 2012 to 2016. MAJ(NS) 
Adam said, “Mr Kimoto believes that NS 
training can be seen as a part of learning 
and development for NSmen and allows 
NSmen to adapt to the changing world. He 
finds the resilience in NSmen going through 
tough training and then seamlessly fitting 
back into society to resume their usual 
activities to be amazing.”

Acknowledgement for supporting NS 
should go both ways
MAJ(NS) Adam has this to say to other 
NSmen, “It is just as important for 
employees to acknowledge their employers’ 
commitment and support towards NS and 
NSmen, so that we do not take their support 
for granted and it contributes to building a 
supportive culture in the workplace.” 

MAJ(NS) Adam Assik Bin Shahrir
Director  
Asia Growing Markets Department
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation
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Sharing sense of pride
Ms Leong Mei Teng understands that National 
Service (NS) is a way of giving back to the 
country. She has been very supportive of her 
husband, First Sergeant (1SG) (NS) Lim Chang 
Liang Jonathan, serving his In-Camp Trainings 
(ICTs). Hearing 1SG(NS) Lim sharing how he 
enjoys his ICTs and the company of his ‘brothers’ 
in NS, Ms Leong feels her husband’s pride in 
serving NS.

Unwavering support
In April 2020, 1SG(NS) Lim discussed with Ms 
Leong his intention to volunteer to support the 
operations of the Singapore Armed Forces at the 
COVID-19 Community Care Facility (CCF) within 
the Singapore EXPO. With two young children 
aged 30 months and 4 months then, Ms Leong 
was naturally concerned. Then, not much was 
known about the virulence of the COVID-19 
virus and no vaccination was available. To 
Ms Leong, this was a high risk deployment. In 
spite of her fears, Ms Leong gave 1SG(NS) Lim 
her full support to fight in this war against the 

unseen COVID-19 enemy. “With the assurance 
from my husband and his officers that safety 
guidelines would be strictly followed, I supported 
him because I know this is what he has always 
wanted to do,” she said. 1SG(NS) Lim was 
deployed in the EXPO CCF from 11 to 31 May 
2020 and was operating on a 12-hour shift daily. 

Contributing a part, no matter how small, for NS
This was during Singapore’s circuit breaker 
period and it was certainly not a bed of roses for 
Ms Leong. She was working from home with an 
infant and a toddler constantly crying, jumping 
and screaming for attention in the background. 
When the children fell ill, she had to navigate 
challenges such as bringing them to the doctor 
and taking care of them.

She felt fortunate to have received family 
support from her parents and parents-in-law to 
pull through. Having overcome these tests of 
resilience, Ms Leong is convinced that they can 
both do their bit for NS and Total Defence.

Ms Leong Mei Teng  
Wife of 1SG(NS) Lim Chang Liang Jonathan

Ms Leong Mei Teng  
Regional Accountant, AON Singapore Pte. Ltd.

NS brings pride to Singaporean 
men as it is a rite of passage 

that transforms boys into men. 
NS instils civic-mindedness and 

shows us how we can play a 
part to contribute to the bigger 
cause of making Singapore a 

better home for everyone.
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Allaying NSman’s concerns
1SG(NS) Lim said, “Only with my wife’s 
support would I be able to volunteer for a  
deployment like this.” As a Combat Medic 
Specialist with the Republic of Singapore Navy, 
he was deployed as a medic at the EXPO CCF 
during the circuit breaker period to reduce  
the transmission of COVID-19 in Singapore.  
With an infant and a toddler at home and 
COVID-19 epidemiological studies in their 
infancy, 1SG(NS) Lim was grateful that he  
was able to embark on his deployment with  
Ms Leong’s blessing.

“When I shared this decision with my peers, 
most of them wondered how I could volunteer 
and be deployed with two young dependent 
children at home. Knowing that my wife is 
keeping everything well and stable at home 
gives me true peace of mind to accomplish what 
is demanded of us at the frontlines,” 1SG(NS) 
Lim added. 

Providing strong, silent support in trying times
What would 1SG(NS) Lim say to his wife for her 
support? “I would definitely tell my wife how 

much I love her and how much I appreciate 
her positive response to me joining the fight to 
overcome the pandemic. I am grateful that she 
stepped up to take responsibility and take care 
of the children at home and making sure that I 
have nothing to worry about.’’

Spouses’ support boosts NSmen’s  
commitment to NS
1SG(NS) Lim hopes that other spouses of 
Operationally Ready National Servicemen 
(NSmen) will be as supportive as Ms Leong  
has been.

He said, “If your husband is willing and wants to 
serve the country in any capacity as an NSman, 
do support them to do so. It is indeed tough to 
handle work and home while serving our country 
at the same time. No matter which NS unit and 
vocation the NSman is in, he plays an important 
part in the collective defence of the country, and 
we will never know when that training will come 
in handy when played out in real life.’’

Ms Leong Mei Teng  

1SG(NS) Lim Chang Liang Jonathan
Head, Claims Department  
Executive Director 
SAT (SG) Pte. Ltd.
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Mr Andrew Ng Wai Kok

Mdm Carol Ong

Mr Chen Feirong

Mr Irman Bin Harith Fadzillah

Ms Leong Mei Teng

Miss Mardianah Bte Abubakar

Mr Naini Surender Reddy

Mr Narasimhan Rao

Mdm Ng Li Lian

Mrs Nur Muzainah Bte Othman

Mr Ong Ban Lee

Mr Takeshi Kimoto

Ms Teo Yu En Sheryl
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NS is key for an optimistic future
The Managing Director of Chimeric Technologies 
Pte. Ltd. (Chimeric), Mr Edwin Aw Jia Hao, 
believes that National Service (NS) and Total 
Defence (TD) play important roles in encouraging 
business decisions. 

Chimeric provides customised solutions using 
applications that include business analysis, cloud 
solutions, Internet of Things and data analytics. 

A culture that embraces NS
Chimeric’s Operationally Ready National 
Serviceman (NSman) employees look forward 
to In-Camp Trainings (ICTs) where they can 
reconnect with their NS buddies and gain 
new insights to help them grow in qualities 
such as leadership, teamwork, efficiency, 
communication, and taking initiative. These 
are qualities that benefit the company but are 
difficult to nurture at the workplace. He added, 
“We strongly believe that it is better to create 
a culture and environment that allows positive 

mindsets and habits such as fitness, health and  
well-being to flourish. Such a culture and 
environment sticks in the long run. At Chimeric, 
we are also proud to declare that our NSmen 
have never failed or defaulted on their Individual 
Physical Proficiency Test (IPPT).’’

Lesson on readiness
Chimeric encourages every NSman to share his 
ICT schedule with his team in advance, so that 
it is not too different from managing leave days. 
For co-workers, being prepared and planning for 
possible disruptions work in their favour when it 
is their turn to be away from office.

To Mr Aw, the same attitude for preparedness can 
be extended to the COVID-19 situation where his 
biggest takeaway is to expect the unexpected. 
He said, “Events that we thought would never 
happen, can happen very quickly. We should 
be equally serious about NS and TD to ensure 
that we are prepared if we are ever needed and  
called upon.”

Chimeric Technologies Pte. Ltd.

I hope our workplace 
culture has encouraged 

our NSman employees to 
see their next ICT as more 

of an adventure, or an 
opportunity to break away 

from their routine and 
learn something new.

Mr Edwin Aw Jia Hao 
Managing Director 
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Sufficient rest after ICT
Staff Sergeant (SSG) (NS) Chong Ming Xun 
is grateful for the support that he receives 
from Chimeric. After returning from his ICT in 
Thailand, the company granted a partial leave 
of absence to him for a week during which 
he could get ample rest and only needed to 
respond to emergencies if required through a 
work-from-home arrangement. At Chimeric, 
NSman employees are usually granted an extra 
day off or two to rest after a high-key ICT, and 
they get a day off when they take their IPPT.

NS buddies at work
SSG(NS) Chong added, “At the workplace, 
the culture and environment encourages us to 
share about our NS experiences. This allows us 
to learn from our colleagues about how other 
vocations and military arms operate and how we 
complement each other in times of war, which 
in turn, allows us to better appreciate our own 
NS roles and gives us added confidence and 
assurance to continue to perform our NS duties 
with pride.”

‘SSG(NS) Chong’s colleagues will usually be 
interested and ask about their IPPT results 

after they have taken their IPPT. Out of 
personal pride, everyone in the office strives 
to achieve a respectable IPPT result. “I think 
at Chimeric, everyone feels like they are part 
of a team, not too different from our own 
NS buddies. The culture and environment 
enables this camaraderie, and it is something 
the company should be proud of,” SSG(NS)  
Chong said.

Be prepared for the unexpected
SSG(NS) Chong feels that employers need 
to realise that NS enables employees to learn 
valuable qualities, and also that the knowledge 
and networks that each NSman employee 
builds throughout his NS journey can prove 
invaluable in least expected situations. Focusing 
on preparing for uncertainty, he shared, “I think 
this entire pandemic has taught everyone to 
expect the unexpected in this increasingly 
complex and turbulent world. Even though we 
have had a long duration of peace, things can 
take an unpleasant turn very quickly. Therefore, 
we should always train and be prepared for  
the worst.”

Chimeric Technologies Pte. Ltd.

SSG(NS) Chong Ming Xun
Chief Operating Officer
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Concord Associates Pte. Ltd.

Mr Birch Sio
Managing Director 
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determining performance bonus, promotion and 
career progression. 

“ICTs always invigorate our NSmen. The 
knowledge, skills and experiences that they have 
gained from NS help them in their personal as 
well as professional development. This is evident 
from their work performance and peer appraisal,” 
Mr Sio observed.

Supporting and recognising NS bring pride to 
NSmen and their co-workers
Mr Sio said, “We organise our annual in-house 
Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) Day Rededication 
Ceremony where our NSmen take pride in 
attending in their uniforms and leading in the pledge-
taking. We also express our appreciation for our 
NSmen’s contributions. In addition, we participate 
in the zonal SAF Day Combined Rededication 
Ceremony to pledge support for NS.”

“The co-workers of our NSmen value the 
company’s commitment and culture of open 
support for NS. They understand that they are 
also supporting NS when they help to cover the 
roles of our NSmen while they are away for NS 
duties,” added Mr Sio.

Always ready to counter potential threats
Concord Associates Pte. Ltd. (Concord 
Associates), provides workplace safety and 
health, environmental and quality auditing, 
training and consultancy services. Managing 
Director, Mr Birch Sio, recognises that supporting 
National Service (NS) and Total Defence (TD) 
ties in with their work which has an impact 
on the protection of mankind, property and  
the environment.

Skills gained from NS add value to work
Concord Associates considers the Certificate of 
Service when hiring. Job applicants are asked to 
share experiences and lessons from NS during 
job interviews. Employees who have completed 
Full-Time NS are offered higher starting salaries.

Concord Associates believes in giving their 
employees opportunities to enhance their 
knowledge and skills to further their professional 
career. NS is recognised as a source for 
Operationally Ready National Serviceman 
(NSman) employees to learn and gain skills 
which can value add to their work. Hence, 
NSman employees’ In-Camp Training (ICT) 
performance is also considered towards  

Every company, no matter 
the size, plays an important 

role in supporting NS and TD. 
If every company supports 

their NSmen in fulfilling their 
NS commitments, we will 

certainly be on the right track 
in defending our nation.
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Left
MAJ(NS) Lan Wenzheng Ronald
IT & Operations Manager

Right
3SG(NS) Sio Ruisheng Bryan 
Director

Concord Associates Pte. Ltd.
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“NSman employees are recognised for their 
IPPT performance during the annual company 
Dinner & Dance, and IPPT results are published 
in the company’s bulletin boards and website,” 
he added.

Defending our way of life
Supporting NS and TD are aligned with Concord 
Associates’ business objectives and robust 
company culture. MAJ(NS) Lan Wenzheng 
Ronald is grateful that this supportive culture 
and understanding enables him to fulfil his NS 
commitments. He is able to take time-off to fulfil 
his NS duties. He was also able to complete a 
five-week Command and Staff Course recently.

MAJ(NS) Lan has this to say to employers,  
“I hope that all employers can put in place NS-
friendly policies to support their employees in 
fulfilling their NS commitments. With employers’ 
support, the country will continue to be ever 
ready to counter potential external threats. 
Singapore is a small country and we only have 
us to defend our country, family and loved ones.”

Giving NSmen full focus during ICT
Third Sergeant (3SG) (NS) Sio Ruisheng 
Bryan can concentrate fully on his NS duties 
as Concord Associates understands the 
importance of NS and his colleagues willingly 
cover his work responsibilities while he is away. 
Similarly, when it is his colleagues’ turn to serve, 
he will assist them.

Advocating support for NS and NSmen
3SG(NS) Sio shared about Concord 
Associates’ NS-friendly policies and practices 
at a ‘Supportive Employers Networking’ 
event held at the Singapore Manufacturing 
Federation in 2019 where participants were 
engaged on supporting NS and TD. The 
event generated very positive responses from  
the participants.

Concord Associates has a ‘No-Deferment’ 
policy. Yearly increments, bonuses and other 
awards are presented to NSman employees 
who have performed well in their ICT and 
Individual Physical Proficiency Test (IPPT). 
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have made and recognise the two years of 
Full-Time NS that they have served by offering 
them a higher starting salary when they join 
the company. To show our appreciation and 
motivate NSmen to continue contributing  
to NS, we offer them monetary awards and 
career progression.”

Support for NS and TD is priority
Mr Tejdeep Singh has observed the impact that 
the COVID-19 pandemic has brought to the lives 
of Singaporeans and those around the world. 
He has also noted the lessons learnt from recent 
instability and unrest in some Asian countries. 
He is convinced that it is more critical now for 
companies to prioritise support for NS and TD.

“We need to be ever ready to respond to any 
threats to Singapore’s security. We have to 
continue to support NS and NSmen so that the 
world will continue to have confidence in doing 
business with Singapore which in turn will bring 
better business opportunities for all,” he added.

Peace and security 
“By supporting National Service (NS) and Total 
Defence (TD), Deep Security is able to take 
part in the overall security of Singapore,” said 
Mr Tejdeep Singh, Managing Director of Deep 
Security Services Pte. Ltd. (Deep Security), a 
security service provider to many organisations 
in Singapore. He clearly understands the 
importance of supporting NS and TD.

Mr Tejdeep Singh said that Singapore’s current 
peace and security are the result of many years 
of collective hard work put in by the people of this 
nation – people from all professions, occupations, 
and all walks of life – and should never be taken 
for granted.

NSmen are valued
Mr Tejdeep Singh has noticed that Operationally 
Ready National Servicemen (NSmen) possess 
the necessary critical thinking skills and quick 
reaction required to solve issues on the ground 
on a regular basis. He said, “We value the 
contributions that Full-Time National Servicemen 

We have to continue to 
support NSmen so that 
the world will continue 

to have confidence 
in doing business in 

Singapore which in turn 
results in better business 

opportunities for all.

Deep Security Services Pte. Ltd.

Mr Tejdeep Singh
Managing Director
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employees seriously. Employees are granted 
access to the gym facility at the company’s 
HQ office building to work out and maintain 
their fitness. A weekly healthy eating campaign 
has also been implemented to encourage 
employees to consume more vegetables and 
fruits during their meals.

Secure nation
SSSGT(NS) Tarandeep Singh said, “I would 
like to say ‘Thank You’ to Deep Security for 
recognising the contributions my fellow NSmen 
and I have made in executing our NS duties. 
I hope that Deep Security will continue this 
excellent relationship with NSman employees as 
a company tradition.” 

“I would like to urge all employers to continue 
their support towards NS and NSmen as this 
helps us to focus on our duties to the nation and 
balance our duties to our family without having 
to worry about our careers,’’ he added.

Supportive employers
Senior Staff Sergeant (SSSGT) (NS) Tarandeep 
Singh s/o Gurcharan Singh is grateful that Deep 
Security allows him to take time off from work to 
train and keep fit both physically and mentally so 
that he can continue to contribute to the security 
of the nation.

SSSGT(NS) Tarandeep Singh said, “When I 
catch up with my friends, we talk about serving 
NS in our various units, among other things. 
We share with one another the support we 
are getting from our employers and take the 
good practices back to our employers in our 
different industries to see if they are practical  
for implementation.” 

“Overall, we are happy with the support we 
are getting from our employers,” SSSGT(NS) 
Tarandeep Singh added.

Healthy and fit NSmen
SSSGT(NS) Tarandeep Singh shared that Deep 
Security takes the fitness and health of their 

Deep Security Services Pte. Ltd.

SSSGT(NS) Tarandeep Singh  
s/o Gurcharan Singh
Business Development Manager
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First, build a strong nation
For learning solutions provider eLC Pte. Ltd. (eLC), 
the core value, ‘Nurturing and Caring’, is derived 
from their belief in helping oneself first before asking 
for help from others. According to eLC’s Chief 
Executive Officer, Mr William Chua, this core value 
motivates the company to support National Service 
(NS) and Total Defence (TD) so that the country has 
the capabilities to defend its sovereignty.

Positive attitude helps NSmen ace NS and  
work performance
eLC has a number of NSman employees serving in 
key appointments in NS, and Mr Chua encourages 
all his Operationally Ready National Servicemen 
(NSmen) to give their utmost when serving their 
NS. eLC has a Buddy System in place to give their 
NSmen employees peace of mind when they are 
away on In-Camp Training (ICT). The system also 
allows each NSman employee to monitor work 
progress during his ICT and enables him to make 
informed decisions about volunteering beyond his 
call of duty as he can confidently ascertain if work 
back in the office is on track. eLC encourages 
their employees to always have a back-up plan to 

mitigate contingencies at work so that they can 
focus and perform well during their ICTs.

Mr Chua said, “The attitude an NSman displays 
during his ICT is as important as his performance at 
work. One need not be supervised continuously to 
perform. Hence, if an NSman achieves any award 
in his ICT or any category of Individual Physical 
Proficiency Test (IPPT) award, we will match dollar-
for-dollar the monetary award he receives.”

Rich lessons from doing a small part for TD
In support of TD, eLC had participated actively 
in National Day Parades (NDPs) and Army Open 
Houses. eLC’s employees had also volunteered 
their personal time and effort to bring members 
of society, especially underprivileged children as 
well as children and adults with disabilities under 
the care of Volunteer Welfare Organisations, to 
watch the annual NDPs. “Participation helps eLC’s 
employees develop their organisational, decision-
making and public engagement skills. Seeing other 
people’s difficulties also helps us to rethink our 
daily challenges and appreciate what we have,”  
Mr Chua added. 

eLC Pte. Ltd.

NSmen who serve their  
ICTs diligently usually display 

very good organisational 
skills and teamwork to name 
a few, and these skill sets are 
equally important in the work 

environment that we  
are looking at.

Mr William Chua 
Chief Executive Officer
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Pillar of support
The NS-friendly policies of eLC have 
always motivated Major (MAJ) (NS) Ong 
Wei Siong to give his best during his ICT. 
In fact, MAJ(NS) Ong was presented 
with the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) 
NSman of the Year award in 2020. He 
credited his employer for the support and 
understanding which played a vital part in 
his NS achievement.

Supportive environment
“eLC has always been supportive of 
our NS commitment. It has always 
been eLC’s policy to release the NSmen 
whenever there is an NS call-up and 
there is always good support in terms of 
arranging for my work to be covered by 
my colleagues during my period of NS. In 
eLC’s effort to encourage, motivate and 
reward employees who do well in NS, my 
company also gives monetary incentives 
to the NSmen who do well in their IPPT 
or achieve other awards during NS,”  
he said. Many of his friends are aware of, 

and applaud, eLC’s support for NS and TD.
He added, “Such support from employers 
will provide ease of mind to NSmen 
because they know that their commitment 
to NS is of value and is recognised by  
their employers.” 

Critical contribution
MAJ(NS) Ong encourages NSmen to keep 
an open and honest communication style 
with their employers regarding their NS 
commitment and continue to keep up their 
good work as employees in their company 
as well as in their role in NS.

He concluded with this piece of wisdom, 
“NS is a critical part of us as a nation and 
community — the support from every 
person and every company counts. It is 
my sincere hope that more companies will 
come on board to support our nation’s NS 
efforts and the NSmen who have availed 
their time and given their commitment to 
this very worthy and important cause.”

eLC Pte. Ltd.

MAJ(NS) Ong Wei Shiong  
Deputy Head Training Faculty
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as on-the-job attachments to build stronger 
EMS capabilities and gain invaluable skills  
and experiences. 

Mr Teo ensures that employees are well taken 
care of through additional measures such 
as motivational and emotional support as he 
understands the challenges and pressures for 
frontline workers as they go about carrying out 
their roles and responsibilities. Mr Teo said, “Our 
Operation Managers are always on the lookout 
for employees who display signs of distress and 
are always on standby and ready to provide 
counselling to those affected.” Support rendered 
to employees include giving additional Hardship 
Allowances and special incentives, providing 
nasal spray to minimise discomfort from Antigen 
Rapid Testing, and distributing welfare packages 
containing vitamins, honey and energy bars.

TD is a collective effort
Mr Teo added, “TD requires a collective effort. 
Everyone has a part to play and must be 
committed to make Singapore a safe home for 
us and future generations.”

Readiness for round-the-clock duty
As the General Manager of a Private Ambulance 
Operator (PAO), Mr Edward Teo knows the 
importance of being alert and prepared for any 
emergency. The 175 ambulance crew of PAO 
Unistrong Technology (S) Pte. Ltd. (Unistrong), 
supports the Singapore Civil Defence Force 
(SCDF) with critical 24/7 Emergency Medical 
Services (EMS). They work with SCDF EMS 
round-the-clock to respond to emergency 
cases, and therefore need to continually improve 
their capabilities to keep up to SCDF’s high 
operational readiness. The company has attained 
ISO 9001, BizSafe 3, and ISO 22301 Business 
Continuity Management certifications to maintain  
high standards. 

Going beyond the call of duty
During last year’s COVID-19 circuit breaker period, 
Unistrong quickly mobilised personal protective 
equipment to bolster its EMS capabilities so that  
it can continue to support SCDF. The Civil 
Resource company also goes beyond its regular 
duties to support SCDF and Total Defence 
(TD) objectives, through joint initiatives such 

Singapore is our home,  
and Total Defence requires 

a collective effort. Everyone, 
including companies and 

organisations, has a part to play 
and must be committed to make 

Singapore a safe home for us 
and the future generations.

Unistrong Technology (S) Pte. Ltd.

Mr Edward Teo 
General Manager
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Unistrong Technology (S) Pte. Ltd.

Prioritising ICT in duty rostering
Staff Sergeant (SSG) (NS) Edwin Low 
Keng Yoong is proud of the support that 
Unistrong provides towards National 
Service (NS) duties and In-Camp Training 
(ICT), including planning rosters so that 
duties of Operationally Ready National 
Servicemen (NSmen) are covered while 
they are away on ICT.

Supportive colleagues
SSG(NS) Low said, “I can have peace 
of mind during my ICT, knowing my 
colleagues have my back while I’m away, 
and Unistrong ambulance crews are still 
out there responding to emergency cases.”

He and his friends agree on the importance 
of employer support for NS and TD. “Such 

support will enable NSmen to concentrate 
on their ICTs. It is also a way for employers 
to assure employees that they are valued 
and that their bosses are on the same page 
as them about the importance of NS,’’  
he said.

Responsibility towards national defence
SSG(NS) Low hopes that more employers 
will follow Unistrong’s example to care 
about NS and TD, as such commitment will 
inspire employees to serve the country as 
well as they serve the company.

“It is our responsibility to serve and protect 
our country. We should do our best for our 
nation and loved ones,’’ he added.

SSG(NS) Edwin Low Keng Yoong
Unistrong Senior Paramedic
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AAS @ 217 East Coast Road  
Pte. Ltd. 

AAS Academy Pte. Ltd. 

AAS Insurance Agency Pte. Ltd.

AAVC - Animal &  
Avian Veterinary Clinic 

Absolute Kinetics  
Consultancy Pte Ltd

Adventure 21 Outdoor  
and Travel Outfitters Pte. Ltd

AE Leasing (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

AJ2 Holdings Pte. Ltd. 

AMG Concept Pte. Ltd. 

Anderco Pte. Ltd.

Autoswift Recovery Pte Ltd

Autoworld Hub Pte. Ltd. 

AV One FM & Engineering Pte. Ltd.

Biz Square Pte. Ltd. 

Black Dot Pte. Ltd.

Brand Finance Consultancy 
(Singapore) Pte Ltd

CA Safety Technology Pte Ltd

CaterConnect Private Limited 

Celligenics Pte. Ltd.

CEN Tech Pte. Ltd. 

Ceragem International 
 Marketing Pte. Ltd. 

Chemical Industries  
(Far East) Limited.

Chimeric Technologies Pte. Ltd. 

Concord Associates Pte. Ltd. 

COSEM Safety &  
Security Services Pte. Ltd.

Danovel Pte Ltd

Declarators Pte. Ltd. 

Deep Security Services Pte. Ltd.

Dream Station Pte. Limited

Eastern Navigation Pte. Ltd.

Ecoxplore Pte. Ltd. 

eLC Pte. Ltd.

ELXR Pte. Ltd. 

Entree Media Pte. Ltd.

Erect Group (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. 

Field Catering & Supplies Pte Ltd

Flakecoat Technology Pte Ltd

Force-One Security Pte. Ltd.

Great Art Design & Build Pte. Ltd. 

Highway International  
Private Limited

Huber’s Pte. Ltd. 

Hup Meng Logistics Pte. Ltd.

Hup Meng Pte. Ltd.

Hup Meng Transport Service

Hysha Singapore Pte. Ltd.

IEG Oilfield Services Pte. Ltd.

Infologic Pte Ltd

J I Trading &  
Manufacturing Pte Limited

Joint & Y Enterprise Pte. Ltd.

Kacific Broadband Satellites Ltd.

NS ADVOCATE AWARD
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KEYfields Pte. Ltd.

La Marca International Pte. Ltd.

Ley Choon Constructions and 
Engineering Pte Ltd

Marina Offshore Pte Ltd

Naumi Hotels Sg Pte. Ltd.

Penanshin Air Express Pte. Ltd. 

Picture Perfect  
Productions Pte. Ltd.

Quantedge Capital Pte. Ltd.

Quantisys Private Limited

Quantum Integration Pte. Ltd.

Ranger Investigation & Security 
Services Pte. Ltd.

RF International Holdings  
Private Limited

Royal Insignia Pte Ltd

Sante Access System Pte. Ltd.

Sante Crane &  
Equipment Pte. Ltd.

Sante Machinery Pte Ltd

Sante Scaffolding Pte. Ltd.

SECOM (Singapore) Pte Ltd

See Hai Tat Medical Hall  
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

SingSpring Pte. Ltd.

Skyventure VWT  
Singapore Pte. Ltd.

 

So Drama! Entertainment

Suntec Singapore Convention  
& Exhibition Centre

Superfit Pte. Ltd.

Thatz International Pte Ltd

The Straits Network Pte. Ltd.

Tooth Matters Dental Surgery

Turner & Townsend Pte. Limited

Unistrong Technology (S) Pte. Ltd.

Vismark Food Industries Pte. Ltd.

Wan Shon Trading Pte. Ltd.

weARVR.One Pte. Ltd.

YR Industries Pte. Ltd.

NS ADVOCATE AWARD
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ALPS Pte. Ltd.

NS considered in human resource planning
According to Mr Peter Tay Teng Choon, Chief 
Executive Officer of ALPS Pte. Ltd. (ALPS), a 
provider of value-based supply chain solutions to 
public healthcare, about 16% of ALPS’ employees 
are actively serving their National Service (NS). As 
part of their human resource sustainability and 
resiliency planning, ALPS always ensures that 
there are sufficient resources for the continuity 
of operations so that Operationally Ready National 
Serviceman (NSman) employees can go for In-
Camp Trainings (ICTs) with peace of mind.

NS is a part of corporate hiring and operations
“I vividly remember that at the height of the 
COVID-19 outbreak last year, I overheard 
one of my NSman employees suggesting 
to his superior to defer his ICT because of 
the heightened tempo that required ALPS 
employees to work around the clock to ensure 
the continuous provision of services to public 
healthcare institutions. I was heartened to hear 
the NSman’s superior telling him that attending 
ICTs is important as the training prepares NSmen 
to contribute to the defence of the nation and 

that the necessary arrangements are in place to 
ensure operational continuity so that the NSman 
could go for his ICT without any compromise  
to the provision of care to needy patients,”  
Mr Tay shared.

In addition, Mr Tay encourages other employers 
to adopt the Certificate of Service (COS) which he 
appreciates as a useful point of reference during 
the recruitment process. He said, “Through 
referencing the conduct and performance 
grading in the COS, we are able to gain a 
preliminary assessment of the job applicants’ 
character and potential performance. This forms 
a good basis for the selection of candidates that 
best fit each position.”

NS and TD are everyone’s responsibility
Reflecting on the current COVID-19 pandemic, 
Mr Tay noted that the pandemic highlighted the 
significance of Total Defence (TD). He summed it 
up this way, “Like the old saying goes, ‘Without 
the nation, there will be no home.’ Let’s do our 
part for NS and TD and take pride in our nation. 
This is our Home!”

It is important for us to commit 
to NS and TD as these are the 

cornerstones in defending 
Singapore, including the 

current battle with COVID-19. 
We always emerge stronger, 

better, wiser, and more 
resilient as a nation in the 

wake of these crises.

Mr Peter Tay Teng Choon 
Chief Executive Officer 
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Left
2SG(NS) Sng Kuo How
Human Resource Business Partner

Right
CPT(NS) Tor Kim Hwee 
Business Development Manager

Care for NSmen
Receiving ‘take care’ messages from colleagues 
and customers of ALPS during his ICT boosts 
the spirit of Second Sergeant (2SG) (NS) Sng  
Kuo How.

2SG(NS) Sng shared, “With my team supporting 
and covering my back at work, I easily switch my 
role from an ALPS employee to an NSman during 
my ICT. It is important that we, NSmen, focus 
on our ICTs. When our minds are occupied by 
worries about work, we may be filled with anxiety 
and be distracted from being mindful about our 
safety during NS training. We are also able to 
better contribute to national defence when we 
optimise opportunities to train and sharpen our 
skills as a unit. I can say this from my personal 
experience as, in NS, I am deployed in operations 
that protect the Singapore sky with our Ground 
Based Air Defence system.” 

All hands on deck for NS
2SG(NS) Sng said, “All NSman employees are 
strongly encouraged to maintain operational 
readiness and fulfil our NS commitment when we 

receive our NS call-ups. I have never missed an 
ICT during my employment with ALPS. Thus, I 
am on track to completing all my ICTs soon!”

He advises all employers, “Be a ‘Pro-NS’ 
company like ALPS! Your NSman employees will 
be grateful to you!” 

No part is irrelevant
The commitment of ALPS to NS is also clear to 
Captain (CPT) (NS) Tor Kim Hwee. He said, “ALPS 
believes in Nation before Self – with everyone 
playing a part, individually and collectively, to 
build a strong, secure and cohesive nation.’’ 
This belief and practices are woven into the 
fabric of ALPS and CPT(NS) Tor and his team 
will naturally deconflict their ICT schedules and  
work commitments for work operations to 
continue seamlessly.

Reminding NSmen of the importance of their 
roles in NS, CPT(NS) Tor said, “Every one of us 
and each of our vocation is important in NS as 
each of us play a different but integral role in 
contributing towards NS and TD.”

ALPS Pte. Ltd.
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ams Sensors Singapore Pte. Ltd.

employees who have attended their In-Camp 
Trainings (ICTs) to claim NS Make-Up Pay. Mr 
Soh said, “Deeper understanding of NS can 
be facilitated through networking sessions 
organised by the NS Outreach and Engagement 
team with other companies or trade associations 
and chambers of commerce.’’ 

Value NSmen bring
Mr Soh shared, “By supporting NSmen in their 
NS journey, they become better versions of 
themselves and are better able to support the 
achievement of organisation goals. NS has 
shaped NSmen’s attitudes and soft skills well. 
Our NSman employees have demonstrated 
positive attributes such as leadership, discipline, 
professionalism and care for their colleagues. 
ams Sensors Singapore commits to add value 
to our NSman employees by enabling them to 
lead teams  and projects in their fields of work 
and  constantly supporting their personal and 
professional development.”

Take ownership of national defence
ams Sensors Singapore Pte. Ltd.  (ams Sensors 
Singapore) makes Singapore an important base 
for the design and manufacture of their sensor 
products because of its business-friendly 
ecosystem, well-educated workforce, excellent 
connectivity, strategic location with proximity to 
many markets and suppliers in the region, and a 
talent pool. Singapore has proven to be a place 
where businesses can thrive. 

It is important for a company to support the 
community. Senior Vice President and General 
Manager, Mr Soh Lip Leong said, “We hope other 
companies in Singapore also pledge their support 
for National Service (NS) and Operationally Ready 
National Servicemen (NSmen).” 

ams Sensors Singapore supports NS and helps 
NSman employees fulfil their NS commitments 
by providing them with leave for NS call-ups.  
The company also assists their NSman 

ams Sensors Singapore 
believes that employers 
play an important role 
in supporting NSmen 
and should enable an 

environment where NSmen 
can thrive in business  

and hold to their  
NS commitments.

Mr Soh Lip Leong 
Senior Vice President and General Manager
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Pride in nation, proactive in support
Captain (CPT) (NS) Zhang Junkai said, “It is 
an honour to serve Singapore as an NSman. 
ams Sensors Singapore has been extending 
unwavering support for our NS commitments.’’

ams Sensors Singapore has a ‘no-deferment’ 
policy where NSman employees do not need 
to defer their ICT call-ups due to work. The 
company also has interest groups to encourage 
employees to keep fit while bonding with friends 
at work.

It’s ICT, let’s go!
CPT(NS) Zhang feels that the time he spends 
at ICT is productive and meaningful as he has 
peace of mind to focus safely and effectively 
on his training, thanks to the colleague-buddy 

support system within the team. CPT(NS)  
Zhang said, “Being able to achieve training 
objectives with my fellow comrades brings 
satisfaction to all of us. Routinely meeting one 
another allows us to progress and journey as a 
family and complete ICT milestones together.”

All for NS, NS for all
CPT(NS) Zhang observed, “Supporting NS 
highlights the relationship between employers, 
NSmen, and the NS system – NSmen rely on 
their employers’ support for NS, and NS requires 
the presence and single-mindedness of NSmen 
during training to contribute to national defence, 
while employers’ business success depends on 
the commitment and competence of employees 
guided by their employers and operating in a 
stable environment.’’

ams Sensors Singapore Pte. Ltd.

CPT(NS) Zhang Junkai 
Quality Control Engineer
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Go Ahead Singapore Pte. Ltd.

NSmen who are assigned 
projects which utilise their 
NS experience have been 

observed to be more motivated 
and proactive in their job roles. 

Being able to apply related  
NS knowledge and skills in 
their assignments, makes 

them more confident.

Fitness first
To support employees in maintaining their 
fitness and wellness, regular health awareness 
workshops, fitness activities, complimentary 
basic health screening and a chronic diseases 
management programme are made available to 
them. A dedicated fitness and relaxation corner 
furnished with an exercise bike, rowing machine, 
table hockey and dart machine is set up in the 
employees’ lounge for their use. Corporate gym 
membership rates are extended to employees 
who may also claim reimbursement for gym 
membership fees or sports equipment under the 
company’s flexible benefit scheme.

Always ready to support NSmen
About 10% of GAS’s employees are Operationally 
Ready National Servicemen (NSmen) and they 
attend their In-Camp Trainings (ICTs) without 
a worry as their work duties are covered by 
colleagues, allowing them to focus on fulfilling 
their NS commitments. The company also 
submits their NSman employees’ NS Make-Up 
Pay claims on their behalf for their convenience.

Vigilant frontliners 
Supporting National Service (NS) and Total 
Defence (TD) is meaningful to public transport 
operator, Go Ahead Singapore Pte. Ltd. (GAS), as 
their supportive efforts are in line with their role as 
a Civil Resource company. GAS conscientiously 
maintains a set of emergency preparedness and 
crisis management plans and procedures for a 
range of crisis scenarios. These include threats 
as well as incident and disaster prevention.

To GAS, active support for NS and TD is paramount 
to reinforcing vigilance against potential threats 
and ensuring safe journeys on buses. Managing 
Director, Mr Andrew Thompson said, “Our bus 
captains are our frontliners who are probably the 
first to spot any threats and prevent a disaster 
from occurring. It is important for our bus captains 
to understand TD. TD is an encompassing 
concept that involves contributions from every 
aspect of society. Thus, we will continue to 
ensure that supporting TD and NS is an essential 
part of our role both as an employer and a public  
transport provider.’’ 

Mr Andrew Thompson 
Managing Director
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Transferable skills from NS
The skills Corporal (CPL) (NS) Pang Yie Yiong 
acquired from NS are directly applicable to his 
occupation and vice versa. “I am more confident 
when driving heavy vehicles during my ICT since 
I am in this line of work and drive a large vehicle 
on a daily basis. I can also give suggestions 
with regards to improving the operation of large 
vehicles,” CPL(NS) Pang said.

Safety is a core value
Similarly, safety is an important value inculcated 
in GAS’s employees. Safety on the road is a 
key priority and regularly reinforced amongst 
employees and the public through awareness 
campaigns in efforts to avoid preventable 
accidents from occurring. “The arrangements 
that my company makes for my work duties to 
be covered whenever I am away for ICT allows 
me to focus wholeheartedly on my NS duties 
and ensuring safety during training,” CPL(NS) 
Pang added.

NS-friendly policies are beneficial to all
CPL(NS) Pang appreciates the support GAS 
provides for NSman employees. “I am thankful 

for my company’s policies that are supportive 
of NS. My company assists me in submitting 
my NS Make-Up Pay claims, and I need not 
handle these administrative matters myself. 
Prioritising my work schedule allows me to serve 
my NS and get sufficient rest to stay alert when 
executing my duties. This support is beneficial 
to all – NSman employees, daily commuters and 
the company,” he explained.

CPL(NS) Pang hopes that other companies will 
take the cue from GAS and introduce NS-friendly 
best practices to support their NSmen who, in 
turn, will appreciate the effort.

He added, “NS plays a key role in Singapore’s 
defence. Therefore, it is important that we remain 
committed in serving our NS. Serving NS and 
receiving support from my company also form 
a source of motivation for me to stay healthy as 
I continue to maintain my fitness for the annual 
Individual Physical Proficiency Test (IPPT) and be 
ready for each ICT.”

Go Ahead Singapore Pte. Ltd.

CPL(NS) Pang Yie Yiong
Senior Bus Captain 
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ST Engineering Digital Systems Pte. Ltd. 

Having a safe and secure 
Singapore allows us to 

operate our businesses with 
confidence and engage with 
our international customers, 
partners and suppliers with 

assurance that we can  
fulfil our obligations  
and commitments.

immediately to urgent ad-hoc maintenance 
or operational support requests. Our frontline 
engineers were isolated together with the Republic 
of Singapore Navy (RSN) personnel before being 
deployed to the naval bases. We worked with 
the overseas Original Equipment Manufacturer 
(OEM) to transfer their technical know-how to our 
local workforce so that we were able to perform 
overhaul works for the RSN when travel restrictions 
were imposed on the overseas OEM’s engineers,’’ 
said Mr Low Jin Phang, Deputy President, 
Digital Systems and Head, Public Safety and  
Security Business.

Trained for the mission
Mr Low said that Operationally Ready National 
Servicemen (NSmen) develop valuable skills 
such as leadership, communication, teamwork 
and purpose, as well as a deep sense of mission 
for their jobs. He said, “These skills translate to 
collective problem-solving which is crucial to our 
everyday operations and businesses. National 
Service (NS) is the only way to provide the security 
and stability necessary for Singapore’s progress 
and prosperity. Through our support, we empower 
NSman employees to give their best for NS and 
at work, resulting in a resilient workforce and a 
thriving nation.”

Prepared for every situation
As a Civil Resource company to the Ministry of 
Defence (MINDEF) and a strategic partner to 
both MINDEF and the Ministry of Home Affairs, 
ST Engineering Digital Systems Pte. Ltd. (ST 
Engineering Digital Systems) plays a crucial role 
in Total Defence (TD). The company leverages 
its technological expertise to design, deliver 
and maintain mission-critical and highly resilient 
solutions and systems for defence and public 
security users. ST Engineering Digital Systems 
supports the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF), 
Home Team, government agencies and Singapore 
companies in their business operations. However, 
during emergencies, ST Engineering Digital 
Systems steps up to help the defence and public 
security agencies as well as Singapore companies 
maintain operational readiness by managing 
surges in critical products and services.

Cooperation and collaboration
During the COVID-19 pandemic, ST Engineering 
Digital Systems equipped their employees with 
the necessary personal protective equipment and 
trained them to follow all safety protocols. “To 
ensure uninterrupted operations and mitigate the 
risk of COVID-19 infection, we worked with the 
SAF to form dedicated frontline support teams at 
SAF bases. We were on standby 24/7 to respond 

Mr Low Jin Phang   
Deputy President, Digital Systems and  
Head, Public Safety and Security Business
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ST Engineering Digital Systems Pte. Ltd. 

Job recognition
Colonel (COL) (NS) Vinson Ong Hian Chong is 
grateful that ST Engineering Digital Systems 
recognises his work and NS obligations. The 
senior management reviews all requests for 
NS deferment. Employees who have attained 
Individual Physical Proficiency Test (IPPT)  
awards and outstanding servicemen awards 
during their In-Camp Training (ICT) receive 
monetary awards. 

He was promoted to his current NS rank in 
2020 for his outstanding contribution and 
exemplary standards in training, discipline 
and attitude towards NS. “My bosses in ST 
Engineering Digital Systems understand that 
my promotion in NS means that I would have 
to commit to serving beyond the usual 10 years 
of Operationally Ready National Service. Their 
support and encouragement allows me to give 
my best during my ICT,’’ said COL(NS) Ong, 
who is also a Key Appointment Holder in NS. 

Accountability and responsibility
“As the General Manager of a line of business, 
my responsibility involves the smooth operation 

of the company to deliver value to my customers 
and shareholders. As a Brigade Commander 
in my unit, I am responsible for my men, and 
accountable to MINDEF and the SAF. The 
purpose of TD is to defend the country. It calls for 
every Singaporean to play our part, and likewise 
for Civil Resource companies like ST Engineering 
Digital Systems to do so. It is through this united 
effort that we can build a strong, united and safe 
nation,’’ he said, adding that NS has given him 
many life lessons and made him a stronger and 
better man.

Motivated to be their best
COL(NS) Ong urged employers to support 
their employees’ ICT and NS obligations. “Your 
encouragement and show of support will give 
them a boost, enabling them to give their best. The 
invaluable NS experience also helps to develop 
their organisational, planning and executive skills. 
All these go a long way towards maintaining 
peace in our country, as well as ensuring a 
safe environment for businesses to operate in,’’  
he said.

COL(NS) Vinson Ong Hian Chong
Senior Vice President/General Manager  
Unmanned and Integrated Systems
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With the effectiveness of 
the NS system, home-grown 

companies build our businesses 
here, proudly calling this 

nation Home. With Singapore’s 
sea lines of communication 

secured, ship owners 
confidently ply our vessels in 
the Singapore Straits, proudly 

flying the Singapore Flag.

Transworld Group Singapore Pte. Limited

Designing welfare system for NSmen
“We constantly encourage our employees to 
stay fit. We organise health talks and fitness 
programmes regularly. Furthermore, we set up an 
on-site gym in the office for employees to work 
out at their convenience. They can even access 
the gym on weekends. This arrangement helps 
NSman employees prepare for their Individual 
Physical Proficiency Test (IPPT). Our policies 
at work are flexible and we allow time off or 
work-from-home arrangements for our NSman 
employees to have sufficient rest after their NS 
training,” Mr Mahesh Sivaswamy added.

A nation is as strong as its citizens’ commitment 
to defence
He advises the business community, “I would like 
to urge all my friends from the shipping industry 
and amongst the business community to adopt 
a set of NS-oriented objectives and flexibilities 
akin to what Transworld Group Singapore has 
put in place. This allows NSmen to excel in both 
their performance during NS and in their various 
industries. In these uncertain times, it is also clear 
that Total Defence (TD) reinforces our resilience 
as a nation and it is crucial that every citizen 
starts with the mind-set of upholding national 
peace and security.”

Sought after qualities and skills from NS
Mr Mahesh Sivaswamy, Chief Executive Officer 
of Transworld Group Singapore Pte. Limited 
(Transworld Group Singapore), a home-grown 
vessel owner, shipping agency and sea freight 
logistics service provider, welcomes the skills 
honed during National Service (NS) and looks 
for competencies in the Certificate of Service 
submitted by Operationally Ready National 
Servicemen (NSmen) during their hiring process.

He said, “NSmen possess positive qualities 
such as leadership and dedication. The level of 
competency in many of the skills achieved by 
NSmen are sought after in various industries. 
I strongly believe these qualities and skills 
are transferable to the workplace, allowing 
NSmen to bring value to their work. In our 
line of work, some of our NSman employees 
are required to communicate directly with 
international crew on board ships. NS training 
has certainly enhanced their communication 
and leadership skills which come in useful 
when immediate decisions have to be made  
during operations.” 

Mr Mahesh Sivaswamy  
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer
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Left
Mr Chen Yanzhi 
Import Executive

Right
3SG(NS) Muhammad Asyraf  
Bin Mohammed Arslan
Operations Executive

Transworld Group Singapore Pte. Limited

Mentorship for new NSman employee
Mr Chen Yanzhi was proud to have completed 
his full 10 years of NS during his employment 
with Transworld Group Singapore. He never had 
to worry about his performance appraisal while 
attending In-Camp Training (ICT). “Although work 
moves fast in the shipping industry and we have 
to be on our toes at all times, I was confident in 
serving the nation and growing my career at the 
same time,” he shared with Third Sergeant (3SG) 
(NS) Muhammad Asyraf Bin Mohammed Arslan, 
who joined the company recently. He also shared 
how his senior colleagues always cheered him on 
by encouraging him to perform well during ICT. 
He was sure 3SG(NS) Muhammad Asyraf would 
get similar support.

Businesses thrive in safe nations
Mr Chen always shares with his friends that 
he could fully concentrate on his NS duties 
as his employer would arrange for his work 
responsibilities to be covered. He observed, 
“Overall, I hear similar stories and it appears 
that support for NS is deeply rooted in the work 
culture in Singapore. By and large, companies in 
Singapore recognise that they can only grow their 
business in a peaceful place.” 

Recognising support for NS and TD benefits 
the whole company
Before joining Transworld Group Singapore, 
3SG(NS) Muhammad Asyraf checked the 
company’s website and learnt that the company 
was conferred the NS Mark (Gold) accreditation 
by the Ministry of Defence for the company’s 
support for NS and TD. This national-level 
recognition gave him the assurance to join the 
company.

He said, “I can look forward to my next ICT where 
I can give my 100% effort. The company also has 
a gym for us to stay fit and work towards attaining 
IPPT awards. NSman employees are granted 
time off to rest after training and this allows us to 
spend quality time with our family after ICT. With 
sufficient rest, we can spring back to work with 
renewed vigour.”

“NSmen also benefit when the company is 
accredited with NS Mark (Gold). The accreditation 
affirms the company’s commitment and 
encourages the company to continue supporting 
and advocating support for NS and TD. NS-
friendly support, big or small, boosts NSman 
employees’ confidence and morale,” 3SG(NS) 
Muhammad Asyraf concluded.
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Singapore Discovery Centre Ltd

Mr Joseph Tan 
Executive Director

In the driver’s seat of TD education
“As SDC’s role is to share the Singapore Story, 
our NSman employees also learn about Total 
Defence (TD) in the course of their work,”  
Mr Tan said. He added, “Anchoring on our role in TD, 
we focused on developing innovative products to 
provide fun, engaging and immersive experiences 
for audiences. These products generate interest 
about TD, instil the sense of commitment to our 
nation’s defence, and inspire a desire to contribute 
to Singapore’s future. Our digital offerings such as 
Virtual Tours and Escape Room have engaged over 
80,000 people across schools, as well as defence 
and corporate sectors.” 

SDC understands the importance of staying 
relevant through the test of time and help 
younger Singaporeans relate to and learn from 
the arduous foundation years of Singapore’s 
nation building. “Our Permanent Exhibits Gallery, 
‘Through the Lens of Time’, brings visitors 
through a journey of Singapore’s history with a 
strengthened defence narrative. SDC continues 
to explore innovative ways to bring Singapore 
stories to life and showcase contemporary 
issues confronting Singapore’s defence while 
making them meaningful to our next generation,”  
Mr Tan said.

Paving a barrier-free journey for NSmen
Executive Director of Singapore Discovery Centre 
Ltd (SDC), Mr Joseph Tan said, “Since our 
inception, SDC has had policies to support our 
Operationally Ready National Serviceman (NSman) 
employees’ commitment to national defence. 
Hence, arrangements are made to cover NSman 
employees’ work duties to discourage deferment. 
To help them maintain Work-Life-National Service 
(NS) balance, they enjoy off-in-lieu for NS call-
ups and mobilisation if they have to forgo any 
public holiday or their wedding anniversary.” 
SDC also allows transport reimbursement claims  
for expenses incurred traveling to their  
mobilisation units.

Drive greater mileage for NSmen
“We recognise NS as relevant experience 
during recruitment and NSman employees’ NS 
achievements are taken into consideration during 
performance appraisals,” Mr Tan shared. SDC 
also allocates an hour once a week for NSman 
employees to train for their Individual Physical 
Proficiency Test (IPPT) during office hours. NSman 
employees are rewarded with monetary incentives 
and company-wide acknowledgement for their 
NS and IPPT achievements and the completion  
of their Operationally Ready National Service 
training cycle.

NS maintains a strong 
line of defence crucial for 

Singapore’s continued 
survival as a young 

nation. We contribute to 
this cause by sharing the 

Singapore Story through our 
programmes to emphasise 
the importance of a strong 

and cohesive society.
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Total defence through the lens of an NSman
Third Sergeant (3SG) (NS) Wong Zheng Xun 
is grateful for SDC’s NS-friendly work culture 
which enables him to perform his NS duties 
and serve the nation with renewed energy. He 
is also humbled by the opportunities that SDC 
offers him to share his first-hand experience as 
an NSman and contribute to strengthening the 
six pillars of TD in his own way.

“As an Executive Guide who creates the 
visitors’ experience, I am passionate about the 
Singapore Story and want to share it, through 
the lens of an NSman where possible, to instil 
confidence in Singapore’s future and kindle 
my audiences’ desire to contribute to it,” said 
3SG(NS) Wong who shares and brings alive 
the Singapore Story at the Permanent Exhibits 
Gallery through generic and thematic tours.

Together we strengthen the national fabric
“Everyone, individually and collectively, has 
a part to play to build a strong, secure and 
cohesive Singapore, and it is crucial that 

Singaporeans understand the importance of 
defending this homeland for their loved ones 
and future generations,” 3SG(NS) Wong said.

He added, “With their company’s support, all 
NSmen will be able to discharge their NS duties 
and contribute to Singapore’s military and civil 
defence with their hearts, minds and spirit. 
Those whom I have shared my views with echo 
this same sentiment.”

Towards building our future Singapore
3SG(NS) Wong has this to say to his employer, 
“Thank you for providing the supportive and 
conducive work culture that enables me to 
focus on serving the nation wholeheartedly.  
I also appreciate this profession that allows me 
to share the lessons on securing our homeland 
and nation, and rally everyone towards building 
our future Singapore.”

“Let us strive to defend Singapore together 
through our continued commitment to NS and 
TD,” he urged Singaporeans.

Singapore Discovery Centre Ltd

3SG(NS) Wong Zheng Xun
Executive Guide, Visitor Experience
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Nullam in nulla ut massa 
faucibus gravida sed nec sem. 
Cras augue erat, molestie vitae 

vulputate cursus, convallis 
ut mauris. Fusce faucibus 
interdum rutrum. Vestibulu 

mterduputat ut mauris. Fusce 
faucibus interdum rut.

Supporting NS and TD are 
the core responsibilities of 
all Singaporeans; TD and 

NS are there to ensure that 
businesses can operate 

in a safe and secure 
environment. The key is to 
build up a deterrent force.

Singapore Precision Engineering  
and Technology Association

organisations to overcome adversity and 
challenges in defending our home. To rally the 
business community and industries together to 
support this cause and instil pride in commitment 
to national defence, we must communicate NS-
related matters with conviction and communicate 
regularly and clearly,” Mr Koh added.

Show your support
Mr Koh always shares the positive values and soft 
skills he learnt during NS with SPETA members 
as well as how employers can benefit from hiring 
trained and skilled NSmen.
 
“Action speaks louder than words. SPETA always 
wants its members to be proud of their NSmen’s 
NS commitments and encourages those who 
have attained the NS Mark accreditation to 
prominently display their certificates,’’ he said.

Support for NS and TD is part of  
organisational culture
Mr Steven Koh Gim Hoe, Executive Director of 
Singapore Precision Engineering and Technology 
Association (SPETA), actively encourages SPETA 
members to support National Service (NS) and 
Total Defence (TD), which aligns with SPETA’s 
vision of being a responsible and committed 
corporate citizen.

SPETA member companies must comply with 
the Enlistment Act. SPETA members must be 
committed to support their Operationally Ready 
National Servicemen (NSmen) as NSmen play 
the key role of ensuring that businesses can 
operate in a safe environment. SPETA members 
are also encouraged to participate in the NS 
Mark Accreditation Scheme.

Rally the community to support NS 
“The success of TD and NS depends on the 
cohesiveness of all citizens, companies and 

Mr Steven Koh Gim Hoe 
Executive Director
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Left
Mr Chan Hai Kiang
Managing Director 

Right
CPL(NS) Ho Hao Wei Nicholas 
Service Engineer

Open conversations on NS
The passion and vision of Mr Koh and that of Mr 
Chan Hai Kiang, Managing Director of Flexspeed 
Technology Pte. Ltd. (Flexspeed Technology), a 
member of SPETA, are aligned when it comes 
to supporting NS and contributing towards TD.
 
Mr Chan constantly shares Flexspeed 
Technology’s support for NS and TD with his 
employees. “Our company also encourages 
our NSman employees to share their NS 
experiences openly,” he said.

NSmen take pride in their supportive employers
Corporal (CPL) (NS) Ho Hao Wei Nicholas, 
Flexspeed Technology’s NSman employee, 
works in an NS conducive environment which 

helps boost his productivity and encourages him 
to contribute his best during NS training. Such 
support from his employer is a source of pride 
for him. “My boss is very supportive of NS and 
the company has a comprehensive set of NS-
friendly policies. In fact, NSmen are given priority 
consideration during job selection,” he shared.

Employers and NSmen share a same goal
CPL(NS) Ho said, “It is important for employers 
and employees to stand united in support of NS 
and TD. I am glad that I have a very supportive 
employer – almost like one more NS buddy!”
 
“Let’s defend our country together so that our 
way of life and home will continue to be ours,” 
added CPL(NS) Ho.

Singapore Precision Engineering  
and Technology Association

Flexspeed  
Technology  
Pte. Ltd.
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TD has always played a 
significant part in fostering 

pride for Singapore, and 
instilling shared values and 
preparedness for disruptive 
change. It is because of this 
strong foundation in TD that 

we remain resilient in our fight 
against COVID-19.

Preparing next generation for NS
Mr Peter Lam, Principal and Chief Executive Officer 
of Temasek Polytechnic (TP), shared how TP 
prepares their National Service (NS)-liable students 
mentally and physically for NS. He said, “TP has 
a dedicated NS-preparation webpage containing 
useful Individual Physical Proficiency Test (IPPT) 
training resources and NS-related content for pre-
enlistees. Seminars are organised for the Singapore 
Armed Forces (SAF) and our NS alumni to share 
about NS and their experiences with our students.”

Working with the Singapore Discovery Centre, 
students from the Digital Film and Television diploma 
course produce short films with local content and 
values to tell stories of resilience, perseverance, 
unity and respect for one another. These short films 
reinforce Total Defence (TD) messages. “A student 
team also won the Appreciating NSmen Video 
Competition 2020 with a theme conveying their 
appreciation to National Servicemen for their role in 
our defence and security,” added Mr Lam.

Mr Lam also shared, “To prepare our students 
physically, we developed the iFIT programme which 
is a progressive circuit training regimen to help 
students improve physical performance and overall 
fitness within four weeks by educating, empowering 

and incentivising them to take ownership of their 
physical well-being.”

Supporting and advocating support for NS
TP shows appreciation to their Operationally Ready 
National Serviceman (NSman) employees during the 
annual SAF Day and sends congratulatory letters to 
those who are appointed Key Appointment Holders 
in NS or are recognised for their exemplary service. 
Employees also exercise during a weekly FIT hour to  
maintain their fitness.

“We also co-host the yearly SAF Day Combined 
Rededication Ceremony with the Association 
of Small and Medium Enterprises where our 
employees commemorate SAF Day together with 
representatives from companies and organisations 
in Singapore’s east zone,” he said. 

Resilience amid adversity
Mr Lam said, “The pandemic has taught us the 
importance of resilience and unity in the face of 
adversity. It is gratifying to see how Singaporeans 
have rallied together to ensure one another’s well-
being. The messages of TD and NS over the years 
have played a crucial role in shaping our national 
reaction to this global crisis.’’

Temasek Polytechnic

Mr Peter Lam 
Principal and Chief Executive Officer 
Mr Peter Lam 
Principal and Chief Executive Officer 
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Left
CPL(NS) Khoo Chia Loon 
Research Executive Assistant 

Right
2SG(NS) Sayed Hamzah Bin  
Sayed Ali Alhabshe
Lecturer

Every form of support counts
Corporal (CPL) (NS) Khoo Chia Loon credits TP 
for understanding the challenges that NSman 
employees face in their various roles as well as 
making the deliberate effort to help balance their 
workload, NS commitments, and improve their 
physical fitness.

He is grateful for the protected ‘FIT hour’ off 
work every Wednesday where there are different 
events and activities lined-up for employees to 
enrol in, individually or in groups, to stay active  
and fit.

Supporting NSmen begets committed NSmen
CPL(NS) Khoo has this to say to employers, “In 
such times when the nation is united in the fight 
against the spread of COVID-19, employers 
who recognise NSmen’s contributions and 
implement NS-friendly policies motivate NSmen 
to give their best to the nation. I believe that 
every employee under your care appreciates the 
effort that you are putting in to support them. Do 

see it this way – we protect not only those we 
love and our homeland, but also the companies 
that employ us, for these companies are our 
‘second home’.”

Communicating openly with employer 
engenders their support
Second Sergeant (2SG) (NS) Sayed Hamzah 
Bin Sayed Ali Alhabshe is equally thankful for 
how TP supports his NS commitments and he 
has no qualms about applying for NS In-Camp 
Training (ICT) leave every time he gets called up 
as he knows that he has the full support of his 
colleagues at TP.

2SG(NS) Sayed Hamzah has this to say to 
NSmen, “Be open with your employer and 
inform your employer as soon as you receive 
your call-up notification, so that there are no 
surprises and they too can be prepared for 
your absence. Do assist your employer with the 
arrangements for the continuity of your duties 
before you go for ICT.”

Temasek Polytechnic
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Accounting and Corporate  
Regulatory Authority

Amity Global Institute Pte. Ltd.

Automobile Association  
of Singapore

Building and Construction Authority

Casino Regulatory Authority

CHIJ St Nicholas Girls’ School  
(Secondary) 

Civil Service College

Commonwealth Secondary School

Defence Science  
and Technology Agency

Environmental Management  
Association of Singapore

Evergreen Secondary School

Guangyang Primary School

Home Team Science  
and Technology Agency

Housing and Development Board

Inland Revenue Authority  
of Singapore

Institute of Technical Education

Monetary Authority of Singapore

Nan Chiau High School 

National Arts Council 

National Council of Social Service

National Library Board

New Zealand Defence  
Support Unit (SEA) 

SAF Yacht Club 

SAFRA National Service Association 

Singapore Business Advisors and 
Consultants Council Limited

Singapore Discovery Centre Ltd

Singapore Human Resources  
Institute (SHRI) 

Singapore Medical Council 

Singapore Polytechnic

Singapore Precision Engineering  
and Technology Association 

Singapore Semiconductor  
Industry Association 

Singapore Youth Flying Club

SkillsFuture Singapore Agency 

State Courts

Tanglin Club 

Temasek Polytechnic

Yellow Ribbon Singapore
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/ Watch The Total Defence Awards 2021 Videos /

MORE STORIES

Find out how SMEs and large companies are 
testament to their outstanding and unwavering 
support towards Total Defence, NS and their  
NSmen employees.

Find out how recipients from the “Organisations” and 
“Individuals” award categories support our NSmen, 
enabling them to carry out their NS duties with peace 
of mind.

SMEs & Large Companies Organisations & Individuals

Total Defence Awards 2021 4040Total Defence Awards 2021

https://youtu.be/fZ-UdeAm5lM
https://youtu.be/oak3klyx5eU
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